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Abstract. In 1968, Knuth posed the problem of designing a stack-free, tag-free, non-recursive 
algorithm that traversed the tree in in-order while leaving it unaltered in the end. Since then, 
numerous solutions have appeared in the literature. The 1979 algorithm by Morris is one of the 
most elegant of these solutions. The algorithm is clearly non-recursive, and appears, at first glance, 
to use neither a stack, nor tag fields. We present an insightful derivation of this algorithm. We 
also show that a stack is indeed present and ‘time-shares’ the right-link fields of the tree nodes. 
Our proof comes in two parts: (a) We start with a traversal algorithm that explicirly uses a stack, 
and show that it is computationally equivalent to another that uses a non-standard implementation 
of a stack; (b) We then show that the later algorithm can be transformed to Morris’ algorithm 
using only control structure transformations. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with a rather old and well-trodden problem, and presents a new 
and hopefully more insightful analysis of a particular solution. The problem is that 
of traversing a binary tree. Knuth [9] discussed quite a few techniques of traversing 
binary trees and posed the problem of designing a “stack-free’, “tag-free”, “non- 
recursive” algorithm that traversed the tree in in-order non-destructively. Traversing 
non-destructively meant that the binary tree remained the same before and after 
the traversal. None of the terms inside quotes were rigorously defined, and a variety 
of “solutions” have appeared in the literature (see references). Our dispute with 
these solutions is mainly one of definitions: Are they really stack-free? 
The 1979 algorithm by Morris (reproduced in Section 3) is one of the most elegant 
of these solutions. The algorithm is clearly non-recursive, and appears, at first glance, 
to use neither a stack, nor tag fields. We show, in this paper, that a stack is indeed 
present and “time-shares” the right-link fields present in the tree nodes. Our proof 
comes in two parts: 
(a) We start with a traversal algorithm that explicitly uses a stack, and show that 
it is computationally equivalent to another that uses a non-standard implementation 
of a stack; 
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(b) We then show that the later algorithm can be transformed to Morris’ algorithm 
using only control-structure transformations. 
The non-recursive traversal algorithms presented in [9] use either an explicit 
stack or tag fields in the nodes. The values of the tag fields, as well as the link fields, 
change as the algorithms proceed. Fenner and Loizou [5] classify the various 
algorithms into “edge-crawling”, threaded-tree, or stack-based algorithms. 
Adams [l] presents an algorithm that is the result of collapsing separate algorithms 
for the three (in-, pre-, and post-) orders of traversal. By appropriately skipping 
some statements in the combined algorithm, one does a particular traversal. Kilgour 
[g] also presents a combined algorithm where the order of traversal is influenced 
by an external array. Siklossy [ 141 develops an algorithm which depends on one-bit 
per node tag fields. These tags are expected to be set exactly once, before applying 
his algorithm, according to the structure of the binary tree. The algorithm of Burkhard 
[2] uses neither a stack nor tag fields but assumes that descendant nodes have higher 
addresses than parents. Soule [ 151 develops Burkhard’s algorithm in a systematic 
way. As pointed out by Soule [ 151 and Waite [15] this assumption is tantamount 
to having a tag field. 
Lindstrom [lo] and Dwyer [3] present similar algorithms that visit each node 
thrice. Imagine the three pointers-one from the parent to the node, two from the 
node to its children-as being drawn 128” degrees apart. Upon each visit to a node, 
these three pointers are rotated by 120”. To detect the in-order visiting of a node 
out of the three visits requires a counter in each node. Fenner and Loizou [4] add 
to each node a link field that points to its parent and present algorithms based on 
this representation. 
Robson [13] presents an algorithm that uses no tag fields, no explicit stack, and 
makes no assumptions about the addresses of the nodes. Robson discusses in a 
clear way the presence of a stack overlaid on the link fields of some of the leaf 
nodes. In our opinion, this algorithm is substantially more complex than Morris’ 
algorithm. 
2. Terminology 
Uur analysis of the Morris algorithm deals intricately with the storage representa- 
tion of binary trees, and so we clarify our terminology below. 
The standard abstract definition of a binary tree is that it is a structure that is 
either empty or is a triplet consisting of a left subtree, a root and a right subtree. 
We study the in-order traversal, which consists of traversing the left subtree, visiting 
the root, and traversing the right subtree. 
The most common storage representation for binary trees uses pointers to nodes. 
A node t has three fields: t.1 points to the left subtree, t.r points to the right subtree, 
t.info contains whatever other information is of interest to the user of these nodes. 
We consider the info field to be unalterable. Thus, this representation uses 2n 
pointers for a tree of size n, and there will be n + 1 pointers which are nil. 
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Fig. 1. A binary graph. 
A collection of nodes, in general, constitutes a binary graph. (See Fig. 1.) Often 
there is a distinguished node T called root from which all other nodes are reachable 
by following the link fields. A binary tree is a collection of nodes so that it has a 
root, and further more every other node is reachable from the root in exactly one 
way. A node v is right-reachable from u, if there exists a path u = u,,, u, , . . . , uk = v 
such that ui = ui-, .Y for 1 s i G k. 
We use Dijkstra-Gries notations [6] in describing our algorithms; however, we 
introduce, of necessity, the do-loop with middle exits. The statements enclosed in 
braces are assertions, and those enclosed in (* and *) are comments. The statement 
skip stands for a no-op. For emphasis, we state that all our Boolean expressions 
are free of side effects. The Boolean operators cand and car are defined as follows: 
a cand b is defined as if a then b else false fi; 
a car b is defined as if a then true else b fi; 
2.1. Definition of a stack 
A stack is a data structure with operations typically named push, pop etc. Since 
the meaning suggested by their names is not precise, we characterize the operations 
by algebraically constraining them (following [7]). Under the heading of Operations 
we give their signatures, i.e., the types of their input-output parameters. The Axioms 
list the constraints on the operations; e.g., one of these says that if we pushed an 
element e onto a stack s, and then did a pop operation the resulting stack must 
equal the original stack s. Note that there are no implied suggestions about how 
these operations might be carried out in a programming language nor about how 
a stack may be represented in storage. Thus we judge an object to be a stack not 
because it has operations appropriately named, but because the axioms listed below 
hold on those operations. 
Operations: 
createstack: + stack 
stackempty: stack + boolean 
top: stack J, element 
push: stack, element -? stack 
pop: stack + stack 
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Axioms: 
stackempty(createstack( )) = true 
stackempty(push(s, e)) = false 
popWh(s, e)) = s 
top(push(s, e)) = e 
pop(createstack( )) = error 
top(createstack( )) = error 
2.2. Dejinition of u stack-free algorithm 
We have made many attempts to rigorously, and satisfactorily, define the notion 
of “stack-free” that will be of use even when a stack is hidden as in the case of 
Morris’ algorithm. We will only sketch our definition here as the full development 
of the definition, we believe, throws no new light on the topic of this paper. Our 
definition considers an algorithm to be not stack-free if it is computationally 
equivalent to an algorithm that explicitly uses stack operations. Two algorithms are 
computationally equivalent if there is a one-to-one correspondence among the states 
as the computation proceeds. This correspondence must define a function that is, 
in a mathematical sense, an abstraction. 
2.3. Dejinition of recursive algorithms 
Just as a stack can be hidden among the many link fields of data structures, the 
recursive nature of an algorithm may also be hidden. We ought to consider an 
algorithm P to be recursive if it can be shown to be computationally equivalent to 
an algorithm R that explicitly uses recursion. 
3. Algorithm A using a stack 
The Algorithm A that we present here is a minor variation of Algorithm T of 
Knuth [9, p. 3171. 
Algorithm A 
t := T; 
createstack( ); 
{loop invariant II} 
do t#nil+ 
if t.l=nil+ 
{loop invariant 12) 
do true+ 
visit t; 
x := t.r* , 
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if x # nil or stackempty( )+ t := x; exit do 
11 x = nil and lstuckempty( ) + t := top( ); pop( ) 
fi 
11 Z$ nil-, 
push(t); 
t := t.1 
fi 
od 
Lemma 1. Loop inva,iant Zl is: The visited nodes were visited in in-order, and to 
complete the traversal of the entire tree T 
(1) traverse the subtree rooted at t, and 
(2) for each node on the stack, visit it and traverse its right subtree. 
Note that the I-link of every node on the stack is non-nil. 
Corollary. Assuming that the stack ip nonempty, the kdode (say x) on top of the stack 
is the in-order successor of subtree t. (See Fig. 2.) 
Lemma 2. Loop invariant I2 is: I1 and left subtree oft is traversed. 
Theorem 3. Upon termination of Algorithm A, the structure pointed to by T will be 
the same binary tree that we began with, and we would have traversed the tree T in 
in-order. 
Proofs. Obvious. Cl 
4. Algorithm M with no visible stack 
We reproduce the Algorithm M, as given in [12]. 
d!r 
X \ . \ 
l t 
A 
Fig. 2. t is right-reachable from x.l 
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t:= T; 
do t/nil+ 
if t.l= nil+ visit t; t := t.r 
11 t.1 f nil+ 
p := t.1; 
dop.r.fnil and p.r# t+p:=p.r od; 
if p.r=nil+p.r:= t; t:= t.1 
(1p.r = t + visit I; p.r:= nil; t := t.r 
fi 
fi 
od 
Morris proved his algorithm correct by exhibiting appropriate loop invariants 
that involve the notion of nodes being marked: a node u is marked iff u is 
right-reachable from node u.1. Morris claims that the algorithm requires “neither a 
run-time stack nor ‘flag’ bits in the nodes.” 
While a stack is not easily detectable in M, the algorithm does indeed maintain 
a stack using the right link fields of the nodes. The stack time-shares its residence 
with some of the nil right links. The clever thing about the algorithm is the way it 
restores these nil fields. The rest of this paper deals with the exposure of this hidden 
stack. We start with Algorithm A, but supply a non-standard implementation for 
the stack operations that A uses. A few carefully chosen control structure transforma- 
tions then yield Algorithm M. 
5. Formal definitions 
A Morris loop is a path that originates and ends at a node, say v, such that the 
first link on the path is (v, v.l), and all the rest are of the form (u, u.r). The node 
v is then said to be marked. A Morris threaded tree is a rooted binary graph G such 
that (1) G is a binary tree if we replace the r-links pointing to marked nodes with 
nil, and (2) there exists a node, say a, from which all marked nodes, if any, of G 
are right-reachable. This node is not necessarily unique. See Fig. 3. 
Lemma 4. No node of a Morris threaded tree can occur in more than two Morris loops. 
Indeed, if a node v does occur in two Morris loops, in one it must be marked and in 
the other it is either equal to u.1 or is right-reachable from u.1 for some other marked 
node u. 
Lemma 5. A Morris threaded tree has a unique path from the root that contains all 
the marked nodes. 
Proofs. Obvious. 0 
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A Morris threaded tree 
Not a Morris threaded tree 
because there is no node from 
which all marked nodes are 
right-reachable 
Abinaqtree 
A Morris threaded tree 
Not a Morris threaded tree 
because itdoes not become 
a binary tree if we ignore 
the r-links pointing to marked 
nodes 
Fig. 3. Examples. 
The path of marked nodes is the cycle-free path from the marked node nearest to 
the root to the farthest. If the Morris threaded tree contains no Morris loops, it 
degenerates to a binary tree and the path of marked nodes will be empty. 
5.1. The stack operations 
Morris’ algorithm transforms a given binary tree into a Morris threaded tree so 
that the path of marked nodes at all times gives the contents of the stack. We present 
the operations on this tree at two levels; at the first level the definitions are purely 
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‘mathematical’ without any global state information, at the second level they take 
into account the storage representation. We emphasize that the definitions of an 
individual operation in the two levels are equivalent only in the context in which 
they are employed in our algorithms. 
5.1.1. Functional definitions 
All the operations of Section 2.1 now use the Morris threaded trees, such as G, 
G’, and G”, as their (stack) argument. 
(1) createstack( ) is defined as yielding an arbitrary binary tree, which represents 
the empty stack. We will later exercise this freedom and choose the given binary 
tree T as the result of createstack( ). 
(2) stackempty is defined as true iff G is a binary tree. 
(3) push(G, t) yields G’ which is constructed from G such that t is marked in 
G’. The push operation is undefined unless the following three conditions are 
satisfied: (1) t is in G, (2) t.l# nil and t is not marked in G, (3) t in G is on the 
Morris loop containing the marked node farthest from the root. 
(4) pop(G) yields G” which is obtained by changing the right link of G pointing 
to the farthest marked node in G to nil. The pop operation is undefined if G has 
no Morris loops. 
(5) top(G) yields the farthest marked node in G. The top operation is undefined 
if G has no Morris Loops. 
. 
5.1.2. Algorithmic dejnitions 
The Morris threaded tree G and the current node t are now global to the operations 
described below. The I-links are left unchanged. The ‘stack’ is now officially a 
composite of t and the Morris threaded tree whose root is T. The node t is brought 
into the representation of the stack to improve efficiency. 
createstack( ) is defined as 
{the structure whose root is T is a binary tree) 
skip; (* do nothing *) 
stackempty( ) is defined as 
{all marked nodes are right-reachable from t} 
t.r = nil 
push(t) is defined as 
{ t.l # nil and t is not marked 
and t is on the loop of the farthest marked node} 
p:= t.1; 
do p.r # nil + p := p.r od; 
p.r := t; 
{t is marked} 
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pop( ) is defined as 
{t.r is the farthest marked node} 
t.r := nil; 
top( ) is defined as 
{t.r is the farthest marked node} 
t.r 
Theorem 6. Morris threaded trees together with the operations as defined above 
constitute a stack provided the operations are invoked only when their stated precondi- 
tions, if any, are satisjied. 
Proof. We need to show that the axioms of section 2.1 hold. The theorem obviously 
holds if we use the definitions of section 5.1.1. The preconditions of the operations 
defined in section 5.1.2 imply those of section 5.1.1. 
As an example proof, let us consider the axiom stackempty( push(s, e)) = false. 
Assuming that push(t) was invoked when its given precondition is satisfied, t will 
be marked, and hence, t is not right-reachable from t. t must be updated to a value 
so that all marked nodes are right-reachable from t since that is the precondition 
of stuckempty( ). Any node on the right-links only path from r.1 to t will satisfy this 
condition. Since t is right-reachable from t.1, after t is so updated t.r will be non-nil, 
and stackempty( ) will yield false. 
The proofs of other axioms are similar. •i 
6. Some program transformations 
The following two transformations are critical in showing that Algorithm A can 
be transformed into Algorithm M. 
Lemma 7. l%e program schema Z and ZZ given below are equivalent. 
Schema Z is defined as 
do Bl+ 
if B2+Sl 
11 ?B2+S2 
fi 
od 
Schema ZZ is defined as 
do Bl-, 
if B2+Sl; do Bl cand 1B2+S2 od 
11 1B2-,S2 
fi 
od 
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Proof. Consider the sequences of Bl, B2, Sl and S2 generated by the execution 
of the two schema. They are identical. El 
E,essima 8. The program schema ZZZ given below is equivalent To schema Z given above, 
where S2 is [p := f(X); if B3 + S3 11 B4+ S4 fi], X stands for a vector of values rhar 
does not include p, f(X) is side-e_ffecr free, and neither Bl nor B2 depend on p. 
(*) 
do Bl+ 
if B2+ 
Sl; 
do Bl cand 1B2+ 
p :=f(X); 
if B3 + exit do 
1) B4-9.634 
fi 
[/1odg2+ 
p :=f(X); 
if B3+S3 
11 B4+S4 
fi 
fi 
od 
Proof. We give an operationally oriented proof to show that the exit-do of schema 
III can be replaced by a copy of S3. Note that just before exit-do, we must have 
found Bl cand 1B2 to be true, and executed p := f(X), and then found B3 to be 
true. The exit do will cause the execution of S3 in the bottom if [in S2; see the line 
marked with (*)] because p := f(X) did not affect the truth of Bl cand 1B2 and 
executing p := f (X) one more time does not give a different value to p, and therefore 
B3 is still true. Following S3, if Bl is false, the outer loop terminates. If Bl cand 
B2 is true control reaches Sl. If Bl caud 1B2 is true, the bottom if would be 
reevaluated, after p := f(X). The same effect is achieved if exit do is replaced with 
S3, resulting in schema I. Now, apply Lemma 7. •i 
7. Proof that A and M are equivalent 
We first rewrite Algorithm A into B so that the structure pointed to by T, as 
maintained by Algorithm B, will always be a Morris threaded tree. Algorithm B is 
obtained by (1) replacing the line x:= t.r of Algorithm A with x:= t?(T), where rt( ) 
is defined to yield the same value I.r that algorithm A would have produced, and 
(2) using the definitions of stack operations given in section 5.1.2. 
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7.1. Definition of rt( ) 
The function call rt( u) must produce the value u.r that algorithm A would have 
yielded; rt( u) must give nil if u.r is marked, u.r otherwise. Thus, we must distinguish 
between whether or not the original u.r equalled nil. If it did, the u.r as maintained 
by Algorithm B could be pointing to a marked node. 
rt(u) is defined as 
w := u.r; 
if w=nil+nil 
11 w # nil cand w.1 = nil + w (* since w.1 = nil, w is unmarked *) 
11 w # nil cand w.1 # nil+ 
p := w.1; 
do p.r # nil and p.r # w + p := p.r od; 
if p.r = nil+ w; (* w is unmarked *) 
11 p.r= w+nil; (* w is marked *) 
fi 
fi 
Lemma 9. With rt( ) defined as above, Algorithm B satisjies the preconditions of the 
respective stack operations as defined in section 5.1.2, and the stack content is given 
by the path of marked nodes. 
Lemma 10. Loop invariants Jl and 52 are obtained from I1 and I2 of Algorithm A 
respectively by adding “all marked nodes are right-reachable from t.” 
Theorem 11. Upon termination of Algorithm B, the structure pointed to by T will be 
the same binary tree that we began with, and we would have traversed the tree in in-order. 
Proofs. Obvious. Cl 
7.2. Transformation 1 
Consider the following program segment of Algorithm B. 
push(t); 
t := t.1; 
Substituting the definition of push(t) yields: 
p:= t.1; 
do p.r# nil+p:=p.r od; 
p.r := t; 
t := t.1; 
In anticipation of the use of Lemma 8, we rewrite the above by introducing a 
superfluous if-statement, with unreachable code for the p.r = t case. 
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p := t.1; 
do p.r# nil+p:=p.r od; 
if p.r=nil+p.r:= t; t:= t.1 
11 p.r= t+p.r:= nil; visit t; t:= t.r 
fi 
Since at this point t is not marked (a precondition of push)., we can add a 
redundant test p.r # t in the do-loop: 
p := t.1; 
dop.r#nilandp.r#t+p:=p.rod; 
if p.r=nil+p.r:= t; I:= t.1 
1) p.r = t + p.r := nil; visit t; t := t.r 
fi 
7.3. Transformation 2 
Consider the following program segment of Algorithm B, where we introduced 
a local variable ot. 
do true-, 
visit t; 
x:= rt(t); 
if x # nil or stackempty( ) * t := x; exit do 
11 x = nil and lstackempty( )+ ot := top( ); pop( ); t := ot 
fi 
od; 
Substituting the definitions of rt( ), and the stack operations, we have 
do true+ 
visit t; 
w := t.r* , 
if w=nil+x:=nil 
11 w#nil cand w.l=nil+x:= w 
II w # nil cand w.l# nil + 
p := w.1; 
dop.r#nilandp.r#w+p:=p.rod; 
if p.r=nil+x:= w; 
11 p.r= w+ w:= nil; 
fi 
fi 
if x # nil or t.r = nil + t := x; exit do 
II x = nil and t.r # nil + ot := t.r; t.r := nil; t := ot 
fi 
od; 
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By merging the functionality of the local variables w and x, and by simplifying 
the control structure by eliminating redundant tests, we get 
do true-, 
visit t; 
w := t.r 
if w = rk+ t := nil; exit do {stack empty} 
11 w # nil cand w.l= nil+{rt(t) # nil}t:= w; exit do 
(1 w # nil cand w.1 # nil + 
p:= w.1; 
do p.r# nil and p.r# w+p:=p.r od; 
if p.r=nil+{rt(t)# nil}t:= w; exitdo 
- w + ot := t.r; t.r := nil; t := ot i P-r- {stack nonempty} 
fi 
od 
We now eliminate the variable w. In the statements ot := t.r; t.r:= nil, t equals p 
because the inner do-loop terminated with p.r = w = t.r implying that w is marked. 
Hence, t.r:= nil can be replaced with p.r:= nil. The statements ot := t.r; t := ot can 
be ignored because ot will be equal to w, and t has already been set equal to t.r. 
do true-, 
visit t; 
t := t.r 
if t = nil + exit do; 
11 t # nil cand t.l= nil-exit do 
II t # nil cand t.1 z nil + 
p := t.1; 
do p.r# nil and p.r# t+p:=p.r od; 
if p.r = nil + exit do 
i p.r= t+p.r:= nil 
fi 
od 
Let us now move toward eliminating the middle exits. As shown below, we move 
the statements visit t; t := t.r; into the second if-statement and to above the do-loop. 
visit t; 
t := t.r; 
do true+ 
if t = nil+exit do; 
(I t # nil cand t.1 = nil+ exit do 
(I t # nil cand t.l # nil + 
p := t.1; 
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dop.r#nilandp.r#t+p:=p.rod; 
if p.r = nil + exit do 
11 p.r = t + p.r := nil; visit t; t := t.r 
fi 
fi 
od 
The outer do-loop can now be simplified to: 
visit t; 
t := t.r; 
do t # nil cand t.1 # nil + 
p := t.l; 
do p.r# nil and p.r# t+p:=p.r od; 
if p.r = nil+exit do 
11 p.r = t + p.r := nil; visit t; t := t.r 
fi 
od 
Replacing the above two resulting transformed segments for the program segments 
that we began with in Algorithm B allows us to apply Lemma 8 yielding Algorithm 
M. 
(* stack operations are as defined in section 51.2 *) 
t := T; 
creutestack( ); 
{loop invariant Jl} 
do t#nil* 
if t.l=nil+ 
{loop invariant 52) 
hit t; 
t := t.r; 
do t # nil cand t.l# nil+ 
p := t.1; 
dop.r#nilandp.r#t+p:=p.rod; 
if p.r = nil + exit do 
II p.r= t+p.r:= nil; visit 1; t:= t.r 
fi 
II Z# nil+ 
p := t.l; 
do p.r# nil and p.r# t+p:=p.r od; 
if p.r.=nil+p.r:= t; I:= t.1 
(I p.r = t *p.r:= nil; visit t; t := t.r 
fi 
fi 
od 
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8. Conclusion 
Some readers of this paper may wonder aloud if this is not a case of a simple 
algorithm made difhcult. The phenomenon here is similar to that of analysing 
algorithms for pseudo-random number generators, and hash functions. The 
algorithms themselves are short and deceptively simple, but the properties of the 
objects that they compute are quite complex. 
We intuitively feel that Algorithm M was able to time-share a stack with nil link 
gelds because the standard representation for binary trees is extravagant. 
This paper is a detailed study of a tree traversal algorithm due to Morris [12]. 
The algorithm appears, at first glance, to use neither a stack, nor tag fields. However, 
as we have shown, a stack is indeed present and ‘time-shares’ the right-link fields 
present in the tree nodes. 
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